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Marcio Mendes Biasoli, 
G a b r i e l a  a n d  L u c a s  
Grandfather, who awoked in 
the Author an enchantment 
by the dynamic universe, 
shared in this collection, in a 
fun way, some values through 
teaching dedicated to his 
grandchildren and l itt le  
friends.



Preface
I read with care the first drafts of this book and I was delighted with its simple language power  to touch in so deep 
feelings. What a sensible person, I thought.  But he couldn't be different, once I knew him by his daughter Irene. 
She is also special. I had the privilege to be her Professor  at the  UFRJ Medicine School , to follow her in the 
Hematology studies and become her friend and teach her during graduation.

Although today she is a high  level technology researcher, she keeps the simplicity of people from Pedregulho, 

Marcio's homeland.

I met Marcio no long time ago, and when I wanted to know more about this notable person, I heard from Irene a 

real true love declaration: My father is one of the more generous and open-heart I know and was focused in his 

work. He is intelligent, fast, an entrepreneur and very demanding in all he does. He enchants everyone around 

him. My father is a dreamer and all of his three children are very fond of him. So, it's impossible to have a best  

Biasoli family definition  than that. 

Lately, his attention is all to the children, influenced by the grandchildren and by the social project he started for 

the employees children during weekends, which today is a broader social program. 

Reading the pages of the book Gegê – The Little Indian who loved the animals, we can easily see Marcio touched 

the basic elements of rehabilitation. He stars with solidarity, the noblest of the feelings, when the friends 

dedicated their time in the wheelchair manufacturing. Then, he understands that a special wheelchair is the 

starting point in this process. There is nothing so true than that. Since long, we know that exchanging experience 

with a more experienced person, is the breaking point in rehabilitation. Even his friends are in doubt about which 

was the real breaking point for his rehabilitation: if  it were the wheelchair or if it were the Professor Chikie 

(Professor Pintinho), who teachs him the first steps. We know the interaction with more experienced people in 

similar situation, known today as peer group advice is essential in the rehabilitation: if it was the wheelchair or the 

Professor Chikie . So, his grandfather defines wisely that there were Gegê's will power. But, it was the sum of all 

these factors. In the end, comes the tennis wheelchair game, the sport that accomplishes the rehabilitation and 

strengths the social integration.

It was impossible not to become plenty of emotion when reading the book, remember my first wheelchair, the 

solidarity of friends, the beginning of adapted tennis in Brazil and the international tournaments. Gegê represents, 

withot doubt, one of my pupils from the “Cadeiras na Quadra” School, a project that helps wheelchair children in 

Niteroi city in the last 4 years, which now arrives in Rio. The tribute that Marcio pays to me is  

José Carlos Morais, Chik (Professor Pintinho)



Boy = “Curumi”  in Tupi-Guarani Language
4

GEGÊ was a very happy and playful 
little indian, who loved swimming, play 
football, surfing, climbing mountains 
and trees. 
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He learned with his grandfather Jeté, the 
art of  splinting ,  wrapping broken 
bones around wood sticks, then, he was 
known  as The Little Witchdoctor  who 
treated the animals. 

Bone =  “Canga”  in Tupi-Guarani Language
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Once upon a time, a huge snake, called as “Rollie”, went to the little indian house 
and said it couldn't eat anymore, because it was choked with a stone in its throat. 
Gegê heald it with the “Breaking Stone” Tea, a prescription learned by his 
grandfather Jeté.

Snake = “Mboia” in Tupi-Guarani Language



7Woodpecker = “Arapassó” in Tupi-Guarani Language

The Woodpecker, known as The Artisan came in with a broken wing and Gegê 
could make it going home flying. He used a special glue, made with jasmine 
flowers, prepared his grandfather Jeté. 
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In an afternoon, he helped his friend 
crocodile, who was with a wood stick 
in the palate  when, suddenly, a 
strong wind dropped a tree over 
Gegê's body.

Mouth = “boca” in Tupi-Guarani Language
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He couldn't walk anymore and became 
paraplegic.
His life has changed. He became very sad, 
he hasn't played anymore, he stayed 
always at home, even stopped going to 
school.  He stayed the whole day lying 
down on a hammock.

To walk = “guatá” in Tupi-Guarani Language
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In his fourteen years old party, his 
friends had the idea of giving him a 
wheelchair as a gift made by them. He 
was not very sure about the idea. How 
could that gift please him?  What kind of 
game could he play with it ?

Party = “Oryba” in Tupi-Guarani Language
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The Woodpecker built the wheels with 
its powerful beak, showing why he was 
called The Artisan.

The Crocodile Cro-Cró sawed the wood with its sharp teeth.
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The snakes, under the command of 
“Rollie” prepared the liana-hook, a 
device used to take him to the top of 
trees and mountains every time he 
wanted. 

Tree = “Ybirá” in Tupi-Guarani 
Language



13Friend = “Jecotyassaba” in Tupi-Guarani Language

His friends, the little Indians 
Luçá and brother Tiçá, used the 
rubber tree's sap to make the 
seat and back of the chair, using 
a technique taught by their 
father Vini-çá.



14 Cry = “jasseó” in Tupi-Guarani Language

Gegê cried a lot when saw that gift , once 
he couldn't know how to use it. He 
thought it could be an useless toy.



In the next day, Ire-çá, doctor of the 
Taba-çá tribe and Tiçá and Luça aunt, 
brought her  friend Professor Chikie , 
who came a long away from Carió-oca 
tribe and was a wheelchair user as Gegê.

15Day = “Ara” in Tupi-Guarani Language



16 Swim = “Ytaba” in Tupi-Guarani Language

Professor Chikie taught Gegê how to use  
the wheelchair to  swimm, climb trees 
and mountains, to surf with a surfboard 
made by the little monkey Sauá and play 
tennis, a new sport introduced in the 
tribe by the Professor.



17Joy = “Oryba” in Tupi-Guarani Language

Joy was back to Gegê 's life. Professor 
Marci-çá was happy with his return to the 
school, but his little colleagues were even 
happier. 



18 Village = “Taba” in Tupi-Guarani Language

Many people from the Village  
said:
- Professor Chikie is an angel. He 
brought Gegê's life back. 
Some people said: 
- The magic little wheelchair  was 
the responsible for this miracle.
His grandfather , in his wisdom, 
said:
-It was his will power who 
helped him to see the life with joy 
as before.



19Great = “Guassu” in Tupi-Guarani Language

Gegê, with his will power and skills, 
became a greater tennis player, better 
than his Master Chikie.



20 Soon = “Corite~i” in Tupi-Guarani Language;

He was soon invited to go to Paris, France, 
to take part in the Tennis International 
Tournament and traveled on top of the 
Pterosaur Yuri.
He won the trophy as the best player of the 
season.
Everybody was surprised by that 
extraordinary  boy, a kind, spontaneous 
and polite little indian.



21French = “Maíra” in Tupi-Guarani Language

Monsieur Renaud, President of the Tournament, astonished, asked 
him:
- Do you have in your homeland Pedregulho (Bedrock) – SP,  in Taba-
çá Tribe, a clay tennis court?
-Yes, we have, and it is on the Taquari River and it was built by two 
friends of mine, the  trigonosaurs Sebá and Jijó. They stepped so hard, 
with love and sweat, that the court is much better than yours Roland 
Garros.
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In his way back home, Gegê was 
welcomed with a great party and the 
icing on the cake was the pie made by  
Vó-Dir, Tiçá and Lucá grandmother.
He gloriously paraded in his wheelchair 
on Cro-cró back and his inseparable 
friend, the artisan Woodpecker.

House = “Oca” in Tupi-Guarani 



Professor = “Poromboessara” in Tupi-Guarani Language.

Gegê gave the trophy to his Professor Chikie and dedicated the prize to him. The 
Professor cried with so much emotion when he saw that his pupil has overcome 
himself and said:
When you want something, you may achieve it with effort, determination and 
friends support.
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To know more 
about tennis 
in Wheelchairs.
From Enchanted World
to the Real Word

Tennis in Wheelchairs was created in 1977 in the United States of America by the American Brad Parks 
and brought to Brazil in 1985 for José Carlos Morais and Celso Lima. The unique difference in the rules of 
the  conventional Tennis  is that the ball can, occasionally, bounce two times  in the Tennis Court and the 
second bounce can be out of the court. The court has the same dimension and the games are played on 
asphalt  or grit courts. It's a recognized sport by Tennis International Federation, that organizes a 
professional circuit with more than two hundred tournaments, including the famous Roland Garros 
courts. In Brazil, there are six tournaments: São Paulo, Vitória, Belo Horizonte , Florianópolis and Niterói. 
At present, Brazil has three Tennis Players among the best forty best players of the World. 

The Wheelchair is essential in the process of rehabilitation, in particular of people with irreversible 
medullary lesion, which will create a dependence for the rest of their lives. For this purpose, the 
wheelchair shall attend some requirements: it shall be light, comfortable, functional, custom-built and 
with less width as possible. As the chair is part of the user body, it shall also be beautiful . Why not? There 
are excellent locally made chairs that accomplish to these specifications. 
The wheelchairs for the tennis practice are different, emphasizing more the rapid turn around and 
speed. 

The Wheelchair in the Court Tennis School is a social project started four years ago in Niterói in three 
spots: at ANDEF  (Handicapped Niterói Association)  , in the Itaquá Soccer Academy  in the Oceanic 
Region and in the Sports Office  of Niterói's Town Hall. Since March 2014 is at CEFAN  - Physical Education 
Center  Admiral Adalberto Nunes, of  Brazilian Navy , in Rio de Janeiro - RJ;
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At present, it attends seventeen children. Information by facebook. 
-https:/www.facebook.com/escolinhadeteniscadeirasnaquadra?fref=ts
The project is free and, to sign it up, is enough to be studying regularly at school.  



Total Integration - Tennis is the unique adapted sport that allows the practice among people with or 
without deficiency (wheelchair users or walkers) . It's enough to change de rules - the permission for the 
second bounce.  There is a modality in the United States of America called "up and down" . which the duo 
is formed by a wheelchair user and a walker. Many walking teachers seat on the wheelchair to teach, 
then they  are able to evaluate the real difficulty in the adapted tennis practice. 
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The Wheelchairs in the Court 
School main goal is developing 
the tennis practice in the 
wheelchairs amond handicapped 
people in Rio de Janeiro State. As 
secondary goals:
(1) To act during the rehabilitation 
process, helping in the physical 
rehabilitation and acting as social 
integration factor.
(2) To create opportunities for the 
athletes to play a sport in a 
recreative level, which allows the 
practice with no handicapped 
people.
(3) To promote athletes to reach a competitive level until to be recognized as a top 
player.
(4) Give a chance to handicapped people to compete with high level of organization and 
professionalism (national and international circuit).



26 - Sahitisuchus fluminensis -

Scientist Discover older fossile reptile in the Rio de Janeiro State.
The reptile Sahitisuchus fluminensis  was the most dangerous animal in Rio de Janeiro, 
there are about 58 million years. This affirmative é the result of the cranium analysis of the 
species found in Itaboraí, city located at metropolitan region of Rio de Janeiro, in the 
50thies e recently studied by the Paleontologists Alexandre Kellner, researcher of the 
National Museum of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) and André Pinheiro, of 
the Rio de Janeiro State University (UERJ).
Its name comes from Xavante indian culture and Latin words and means "warrior crocodile 
from Rio de Janeiro". As described by researchers, that  alligator's distant relative had 1.50 
meter height , 2.5 to 3.0 meters length, weighed around 100 Kg , had serrated teeth, 
moving only on solid ground, but very fast. 

Source: Carlos Chagas Filho Foundation  of Support to Research in Rio de Janeiro State site - FAPERJ , 
published in  January, 16 , 2014
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P  O    RI F CC R OT O LU Y ORE US TO
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Visit our Blog.
http://osnovosamiguinhos.wordpress.com/
Here you can evaluate this edition and send us 
ideas and suggestions and also can read our 
online collection in Portuguese, English, Spanish, 
French , German Guarani and Mandarim. Access 
the Blog !!

Thanks
I thank all that work on any way to the production of this project, 
however I would like to register a special thank to :

My brother Fernando Mendes Biasoli
Vinicius de Almeida Biasoli - Control Lab Director
Katia Cristina O'Dwyer Nery
Vinicius Dias da Silva
Priscila Conceição da Silva Gomes
And to my wife Elvandir de Almeida Biasoli
To third people, visible or not, that naturally contributed and are 
also working on this Project. 

Other books of the 
collection

The Adventures of de Little Indian Tiçá

Sunrise of the Blue Light Lagoon

Luçá and the Pterosaurus Yuri

Pitan-Net - The Bem-te-vis Internet

Paí, Paí, Vini-cá
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Marcio Mendes Biasoli, autor da 
coleção, e Caio Gonçalves.  

Caio tem 15 anos e é aluno da 
Escolinha de Tênis Cadeiras na Quadra. 
Ele já participou de muitos torneios de 
tênis, acumulando inúmeras medalhas 

como essas que está carregando. 
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